Every IT estate is managed by privileged users – users granted elevated control through accessing
privileged accounts to ensure that the uptime, performance, resources and security of the computers meet
the needs of the business. The PxM Platform’s Privileged Access Management addresses both security
and compliance requirements by defining who gets access to what and when.

Granular Account
Control Features

Secret Lifecycle
Management

Complete End-to-end
Accountability

Give every account on your IT
estate a particular, defined state.

Auto-generate secrets meeting
maximum allowable complexities.

Give every audit trail created by
every device personalised details.

Start using the PxM Platform
without making any changes

Mitigate the effectiveness of
brute-force attacks

Define who has access to what,
where and when through PxM
profile configuration

Secret cycling can be either
scheduled or event-based

Use role based or mapped
accounts to meet and exceed
compliance mandates.*

Audit trail for every connection
including details of the identity
to role mapping used

Rules are defined per-device

Personalisation renders
information immeasurably more
useful to existing SIEM systems

Individual secrets are used for
every managed account.

Eliminate the need for any
manual cross-referencing.

Strong Authentication
Protocol Support

Complete Multi-Active
Directory Support

TEmplate-Based
DEvice Support

Login to the PxM Platform using
your standard username and
password.

Handle access to Windows
Workstations and Servers within
multiple domains.

Most devices are supported out
of the box, but we can provide
templates for those that aren’t.

2-factor authentication available
using your existing solutions
Token-based authentication
using RADIUS also fully
supported for stronger
authentication options.
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Automatically provision
accounts into the correct Active
Directory domain(s)

Easily implement support using
the template guide available to
customers at osirium.com

Automatically trigger Single
Sign-on using the correct
domain account.

Build templates directly within
the PxM Platform, allowing for
immediate implementation.

osirium.com
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Permanently separate people from passwords
Every IT estate is managed by privileged users – users granted elevated control through
accessing privileged accounts to ensure that the uptime, performance, resources
and security of the computers meet the needs of the business. Our Privileged Access
Management solution addresses both security and compliance requirements by
defining who gets access to what and when.
Privileged account abuse presents one of today’s most critical security challenges. Uncontrolled access by
insiders or even contractors to these accounts leaves an organisation vulnerable to data leaks and cyberattacks – ultimately causing irreparable damage to both the business and its’ reputation.
The PxM Platform’s Password Lifecycle Management ensures that all managed passwords are as strong as
possible. Additionally, full break glass and rollback features allow the platform to cope seamlessly with devices
that leave the network or are restored from backups.
*Use Active Directory security group integration to automatically onboard PxM users.

Infrastructure & System Requirements (PxM Platform)
Virtualisation:
Osirium appliance allocations:

VMware 5 through 6, Xen, Hyper-V, Azure, AWS.
IP Address, 40GB storage, 2 x CPU cores, 8GB RAM.

Desktop Client Requirements:

Microsoft Windows & Microsoft .NET Framework v4.5.2 / macOS 10.9 or later

Minimum Browser & Plugins:

Internet Explorer 10 / Chrome 50
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